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However, while the player is far more powerful and has a much longer range, the tear delay stat is also multiplied by 2.5 times. The slow shoot speed is
balanced by the fact that Isaac turns invincible, deals contact damage, and can destroy just about anything in his path. To unlock this, the player must fully

complete hard mode with all characters. Alternatively, on hard mode, all of the enemies Isaac is tied to have a 10% miss chance. (Enemies it defeats and uses
as clones have this same 10% chance to miss, regardless if they had previously hit or missed the player.) Isaac is the main protagonist of the game. He is

voiced by a relatively unknown American voice actor, though there are exceptions. He is also the level 5 boss, and is a secret to complete the game on hard
mode. Much like his counterpart, he will grant the player a free tear when defeated (though it is limited in quantity to 5). He is also incredibly fast, with one of
the fastest walk speeds in the game. Additionally, Isaac has a limit to his jumping distance, and he doesn't hold his breath or use an exclamation point when

defeated. While he isn't the first boss, his counterpart is. The game's official name is Life Is Strange Episode 1: “A Very Old Man With A Case Of The Steeples”.
It is important to note that Isaac is the black dog, or dark side, of the protagonist, Chloe. These also have a tear weapon that can be used after they have killed
the target. Isaac's tear bursts into a dozen teardrops that circle the player, damaging the player and giving an additional 50% of the total health, or making it

half.
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The Binding of Isaac is a gameseries with a rogue-like or metroidvania gameplay, inspired by the mythological story of the Binding of Isaac. A long time ago,
Isaac was at the top of the food chain in the world, and all of humanity lived in harmony. Suddenly, Isaac, a naive, and somewhat mischievous, boy wanders

into the basement of an abandoned temple, and out of curiosity finds a massive, powerful, ancient machine. What happens to Isaac is to become a new
Messiah for the people of the world, who all worship him as the savior. The general gameplay of The Binding of Isaac is a rogue-like, rogue, metroidvania game

with an isometric view, using ASCII art as aesthetics. Isaac is capable of, in the course of his journey, picking up items, including weapons, and items to
upgrade his weapons and various armors. There are five main areas in which Isaac can visit, each with their own set of rooms and items, and there are also
additional rooms from the alternate mode, Greed. As in most roguelikes, Isaac can only carry one item at a time. In the core of the game, and the original

mode, one follows a long, linear path to reach the final room, filled with enemies, resulting in the death of the player, which is the only possible outcome of the
game. The main gameplay mechanics are a series of rooms that the player can explore, with items that can be picked up, including helpful items such as

bombs to delete parts of the level or cannons that shoot Isaac downwards, and items that are meant to increase the player's health, such as food, and items
that increase the player's ammo supply, such as health packs, plasma guns, and red and blue orbs. There are also traps that the player must avoid, as well as

monsters that can be interacted with, and other environmental hazards that can destroy items, such as a boulder that can be shot to destroy certain items.
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